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Abstract—This paper introduces a multilevel architecture com-
prised of interconnected dc to three-phase ac converter units. To
enable series connected operation, each converter unit contains a
quadruple active bridge (QAB) converter that provides isolation
between the dc side and each of the three ac sides. Since each
converter unit transfers dc-side power as constant balanced three-
phase power on the ac side, this implies instantaneous input-
output power balance and allows elimination of bulk capacitive
energy storage. In addition to minimizing required capacitance,
the proposed approach simultaneously enables simplified dc-link
controllers amenable to decentralized implementation, supports
bidirectional power transfer, and exhibits a modular structure
to enhance scalability. Isolation provided by the QAB allows a
wide range of electrical configurations among multiple units in
various dc-ac, ac-dc or ac-ac applications. In this paper, the focus
is on series connections on the ac side to emphasize multilevel
operation, and the approach is experimentally validated in a dc-
ac system containing two cascaded converter units.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multilevel converters have emerged as an attractive means
of transferring energy at elevated voltages as the large number
of series-connected devices allows for increased operational
voltages [1]–[8]. In addition, modulation techniques further
enable the synthesis of low-distortion waveforms [9]–[11].
A drawback of existing designs is that they require large
passives to maintain energy balance between the dc side and
each ac side phase which absorbs pulsating ac power. This
occurs because conventional architectures, such as modular
multilevel converters (MMC), are structured such that each of
the ac phases contains a separate converter stack that processes
single-phase power. Accordingly, complex capacitor balancing
strategies are often needed to manage energy buffering across
each ac cycle [1], [12]. To overcome these impediments, we
propose a stackable converter unit that transfers constant dc
power directly to all three output ac phases in the form of
constant net power. Accordingly, instantaneous input-output
power balance is maintained and energy storage requirements
are minimal within each converter unit. Furthermore, because
each dc and ac port is magnetically isolated with a quadruple
active bridge (QAB) converter, ensembles of the converter
units can be cascaded for multilevel operation. Taken together,
we obtain a scalable architecture with minimal capacitance
requirements and streamlined controllers amenable to decen-
tralized implementation.

Given that line frequency transformers are bulky and costly,
there is a strong motivation to perform voltage conversion ex-
clusively with power electronics. However, at medium voltages
(i.e., ≈ 7 kV to 10’s of kV) and above, it is necessary to
utilize cascaded circuit architectures such that the cumulative
voltage rating across the stack is sufficiently high. Whether
the application is ac-ac energy conversion with so-called
solid-state transformers (SSTs) or dc-ac/ac-dc conversion with
inverters/rectifiers, existing architectures are predominantly
made up of distinct collections of stacked converters for each
ac phase.

For instance, one common approach for realizing the
medium-voltage side of an SST relies on cascaded inverters
that are each interfaced to a low-voltage dc bus with a dual
active bridge (DAB) converter [4], [5], [13], [14]. In this setup,
each ac phase leg is composed of distinct collections of DAB-
fed inverters that must process single phase power.

Another noteworthy example with similar power balance
characteristics is the MMC, which is also constructed out of
distinct converter stacks for each phase leg [1]. Here the dc-
side of each converter unit has only a capacitor bank with
no explicit dc-side converter. Irrespective of whether each
converter in the MMC stack is composed of half-bridges,
full-bridges, diode clamped elements, or flying capacitors, the
fundamental fact remains that each collection of converters
in each phase-leg must process pulsating single-phase power.
This necessitates significant energy storage requirements in
each converter unit as well as complex capacitor balancing
schemes [12]. Since MMCs represent a significant portion
of research on three-phase multilevel converters, we consider
them as an important point of comparison.

There is a related body of work on cascading dual ac-
tive bridge converters for multilevel operation [3], [6], [7].
However, these schemes also suffer from large energy storage
requirements imposed by single-phase power delivery. Most
closely related to this work, QABs have recently been used
in various multilevel configurations [2], [4], [8]. In particular,
direct dc-ac conversion using QABs is proposed in [2], [8].
However, this approach results in high circulating currents and
accompanying losses during the relatively large modulation
excursions across each ac cycle. To avoid this issue, our
approach uses the QAB strictly for dc-dc conversion and we
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maintain operation near the nominal input-to-output voltage
ratio as dictated by the magnetics. This is the so-called dc
transformer (DCX) strategy which is known to maximize
active bridge converter efficiency [6], [15], [16]. Accordingly,
we ensure high efficiency and the use of dedicated dc-ac
stages allows for the straightforward application of established
multilevel pulse width modulation (PWM) strategies [9]. To
enhance modularity, not only are the QAB converter and three
ac side inverters consolidated within each modular unit, but we
also employ controllers at the unit level that regulate dc link
voltages without system communication. Taken together, the
physical construction and proposed controllers work in tandem
to yield a scalable architecture.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section II we outline
the proposed converter unit, its controllers, and the overall
system architecture. Experimental and simulation results are
presented in Section III, and concluding statements along with
future research directions are given in Section IV.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

1) Dc to three-phase ac converter unit: To delineate the
proposed architecture, we first focus on the elemental converter
unit in Fig. 1 which forms the basis of the overall system.
As shown, the basic unit contains a QAB converter which
functions to perform dc-dc conversion between one primary
circuit and three secondary circuits. Here, the input dc voltage
is denoted as vin, and the secondary dc-link voltages associ-
ated with phases a, b, and c are denoted as vdca,k, vdcb,k, and
vdcc,k, respectively, for the k-th converter unit. Without loss of
generality, we assume identical input voltages, vin, among the
converter units. Along similar lines, the high frequency ac
primary bridge current is iprk , and the secondary bridge currents
are ibra,k, ibrb,k, and ibrc,k. The QAB can be constructed with either
three distinct dual-winding transformers or one single four
winding transformer. In either case, the leakage inductance
for each branch is denoted as L, and the capacitance for each
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Figure 1: The k-th converter unit which forms the basis of the proposed
architecture. Since constant net energy flows into the dc input and out of the
three balanced ac phases, minimal energy storage is needed. Furthermore, dc-
link voltage controllers can be executed locally such that input-output power
balance is obtained by design.

dc link is C. The dc currents delivered by the QAB into the dc
links are given by idca,k, idcb,k, and idcc,k. Lastly, dc-ac conversion
is performed straightforwardly with H-bridge inverters, where
the switched voltage across each set of ac-phase terminals
is vaca,k, vacb,k, and vacc,k, and the corresponding ac-side phase
currents are ia, ib, and ic.

Each of the four QAB bridges are controlled via phase shift
modulation (PSM) where each bridge switches with a fixed
50% duty ratio. Phases a, b, and c of the k-th converter each
have a locally executed dc-link controller that modulates its
phase shift with respect to the primary circuit, denoted as ϕa,k,
ϕb,k, and ϕc,k, respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 1, each of
the three dc-links has an independent voltage controller that
modulates secondary phase shifts such that the dc voltages,
vdca,k, vdcb,k, and vdcc,k, track the reference vdcref . To ensure efficient
operation, the reference is fixed at vdcref = nvin, where n is the
primary-to-secondary turns ratio of the QAB transformer.

Using well-established models for active bridge converters
[15], we now provide a systematic method of modeling the
loop-gain of the dc-link controller. Towards that end, the
averaged dc current delivered by the k-th QAB phase-a
secondary can be expressed as

〈idca,k〉 =
vinϕa,k

2πfswL

(
1− ϕa,k

π

)
≈ vink ϕa,k

2πfswL
, (1)

where fsw is the QAB switching frequency, 〈 · 〉 denotes the
switch-cycle average, and the approximation shown holds for
small phase shifts. Similar expressions can be obtained for
phases b and c. Using this relationship, the closed loop of the
dc-link dynamics can be represented by the block diagram in
Fig. 2, where Gc(s) is the compensator. Here, the loop gain
takes the form

`(s) = Gc(s)
vin

2πfswL

1

sC
, (2)

where Gc(s) can be designed with classical methods.
Lastly, the inverters on phase a, b, and c utilize the modula-

tion signal, ma,mb, and mc, respectively. In this context, the
dc-ac inverter is controlled to manage ac-side dynamics and
is considered as a decoupled stage in itself. Since the QAB
forms the key contribution in this paper, we will assume that
ac-side dynamics are managed with conventional approaches
that ensure balanced three-phase power delivery.

Several advantages in our design are rooted in the way
energy flows from the dc input to the three phase ac outputs.
As shown in Fig. 1, the primary side transfers constant dc
power, Pdc, that is equal to the summation of the power
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Figure 2: Block diagram of closed-loop dc-link dynamics for phase a
secondary circuit of the k-th converter.
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delivered into each of the three secondary circuits. Constant
dc power follows from the fact that the ac outputs are
controlled to deliver balanced three-phase power into a three-
phase system, where the total power delivered to the outputs,
Pa(t) + Pb(t) + Pc(t), is constant. It is precisely this direct
and simultaneous transfer of energy from the dc input to
all three ac phases that indicates a lack of energy storage
requirements within each converter unit and allows us to
avoid large passives. Hence, the dc-link capacitance, C, can
be minimally sized to accomodate switching ripple and ac-
side imbalances, while the transformer size can be reduced by
increasing the QAB switching frequency. While the advantages
associated with balanced three-phase power are well known
and may seem conspicuously obvious, it is precisely this
property within a stackable and modular converter unit that
is novel to our approach.

Using conservation of energy and neglecting losses, the
steady-state ac output voltage and current take the form

〈vack 〉 = V




cos(θ + φ)
cos(θ − 2π

3 + φ)
cos(θ + 2π

3 + φ)


 , i = I




cos(θ)
cos(θ − 2π

3 )
cos(θ + 2π

3 )


 , (3)

where θ(t) is the instantaneous phase-a voltage angle, φ is
the power factor angle, 〈vack 〉 = [〈vaca,k〉, 〈vacb,k〉, 〈vacc,k〉]> is the
vector of averaged ac terminal voltages across unit k, and
i = [ia, ib, ic]

> is the vector of ac currents, then it follows
that

Pa + Pb + Pc = 〈vack 〉>i =
3

2
V I cosφ = viniink . (4)

Since V, I, φ, and vin are constants in steady state, then
the input current takes on the constant value iink =
3V I cosφ/(2vin). Hence, input-output power balance implies
a net transfer of constant dc power. Assuming the dc-link
controller is properly designed such that vdca,k → vdcref , then the
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Figure 3: Multilevel architecture composed of multiple instances of the
proposed dc to three-phase ac converter unit. Here we illustrate the setting
with decoupled dc inputs and cascaded ac-side interconnections.

dc currents have the following pulsating form for any given
dc secondary

〈idca,k〉 = 〈iaca,k〉 =
〈vaca,k〉ia
vdcref

=
V I(cos(2θ + φ) + cos(φ))

2vdcref
(5)

where the first equality follows from dvdca,k/dt = 0 in steady-
state. From (5) it is clear that the QAB secondary dc currents
must be pulsating to satisfy input-output power balance. This
further implies that although the converter unit can be rated
for fixed dc voltages, it must accommodate pulsating currents
with a maximum peak value of twice the average. If the QAB
transformer is implemented using four windings on a common
magnetic core, the transformer design benefits from constant
instantaneous power flow through the QAB converter.

2) Overall system architecture: The three-phase multilevel
system architecture, as shown in Fig. 3, is created by cascading
repeated instances of the circuit in Fig. 1. The three-phase
load is modeled as the voltages, v`a, v`b, and v`c, behind an
impedance, z. In this setting, z can represent an output filter,
the intrinsic impedance of the three-phase conductors, the
load impedance, or the series combination of these elements.
The multilevel waveform generated by the stack is equal to
the summation of the ac bridge voltages,

∑N
k=1 v

ac
k . As the

number of cascaded units grows, the number of realizable
voltage levels also grows which allows for dramatic reductions
in the required output inductance for a given current ripple
requirement. If the number of cascaded units is sufficiently
high, it may be possible to eliminate the need for an explicit
ac-side filter where the intrinsic conductor inductance may be
adequate [11]. This property can lead to cost reductions while
preserving power quality.

For the sake of concreteness, Fig. 3 shows the setup with
separate dc inputs and cascaded ac side connections. However,
it should be noted that in general this architecture can also
accommodate series, parallel, or decoupled connections on
both the dc and ac sides since each converter unit contains
isolation. Accordingly, the proposed system can be flexibly
assembled to accommodate a wide variety of dc-ac, ac-dc
or ac-ac applications. Furthermore, the fact that the QAB
supports bidirectional power delivery further broadens the
possible application domains. For instance, decoupled dc or ac
connections may be useful sources/loads that have distinct op-
erating points (e.g., multiple photovoltaic strings, or batteries).
Broadly speaking, series (or parallel) connections facilitate
higher voltage, lower current (or higher current, lower voltage)
applications. If cascaded connections are used on the ac-side,
it is also possible to wire the stack in either four-wire Wye,
three-wire Wye, and delta connections, where Fig. 3 shows
the four-wire Wye setup.

Lastly, it should be noted that if cascaded interconnections
are used on the ac and/or dc sides, it will be necessary to
design each converter unit to block the maximum voltage
difference between any ac phase and dc terminal. In this
setting, the physical construction of the QAB magnetics and
control sensing become crucial, as these components must
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meet isolation requirements. Much like seen in SST setups
with DABs, this may limit the proposed architectures to
medium voltages and below.

III. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Experimental results

Hardware prototypes of the converter units in Fig. 1 were
constructed. The quadruple active bridge, controller board, and
the inverters are shown in Fig. 4. The leakage inductance of
each transformer was measured to be 23µH, which functions
as the DAB inductor. Note that although three 1:1 trans-
formers were used in the experimental prototype, the same
functionality could be achieved using a 1:1:1:1 multi winding
transformer. A switching frequency of 100 kHz was utilized
and the converter unit dc-link controllers were implemented
on a TI F28379D DSP. The dc link controllers are PI com-
pensators with a proportional gain of 1.296× 10−3 rad/ V and
an integral gain of 2.4× 10−5 rad/ (V·s). Note the absence of
a capacitor balancing scheme. Each converter was rated for
250 W, with an input dc voltage of 40 V. Correspondingly, the
dc-link voltage reference was chosen as 40 V.

A two-converter system was constructed where the two
dc inputs were connected in parallel across one dc supply,
and the ac outputs were connected in series. Each of the
ac outputs is controlled with conventional sine-triangle PWM
with fixed 10 Hz sinusoidal modulation signals of amplitude
0.8. The measured QAB currents on the primary side, ipr, and
secondary sides, ibra , i

br
b , and ibrc , of the transformer across two

switch cycles are shown in Fig. 5(a). Upon close inspection
of the waveforms, it is evident that each secondary circuit has
an independently generated phase shift, as generated by the
dc-link controllers, such that pulsating power is transfered to
each ac phase. The QAB was configured to transfer power to
a balanced three-phase system at 10 Hz where the measured
dc input current, iin, and secondary dc currents, idca , i

dc
b , and

idcc , are shown in Fig. 5(b). Note that constant dc current at
the dc input implies constant power transfer as implied by (4).
The two-converter stack is connected across a resistive load

Figure 4: Experimental prototype of a converter unit consisting of a quadruple
active bridge converter and inverters, as shown in Fig. 1

of Ro = 50 Ω, after passing through an LC fiter (Lf = 10µH,
Cf = 22µF) having a corner frequency of 10 kHz. Since
each ac-side inverter was controlled to generate a two level
waveform, the stacked system exhibits a 3-level multilevel
waveform as shown in the phase-a waveforms in Fig. 6.

B. Simulation results
A simulation of a multilevel dc-ac system with 4 converter

units with cascaded ac-side connections was constructed to
illustrate operation of the architecture in a medium voltage
application at higher power level. The system delivers power
to a 60 Hz three-phase grid voltage behind an impedance
z = jωLo + Ro, where Lo = 5 mH, Ro = 1 Ω, and the
load voltages are balanced with amplitude

√
2 × 7.2 kV. A

centralized current controller generates modulation signals,
ma, mb, and mc, such that 450 kW is delivered into the
grid. The inverters used in the simulation have a switching
frequency of 5 kHz and a dc link voltage of 3 kV. The phase
voltages across the stack and their currents are shown in Fig. 7.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The paper introduces a dc to three-phase converter unit that
utilizes a quadruple active bridge (QAB) to provide isolation
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Figure 5: (a) Switch-level QAB bridge currents on primary and secondary
sides, (b) Dc input current and three phase output currents
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Figure 6: Top to bottom: input current iin1 , dc-link voltage vdca,1, phase current
ia, and terminal voltage vaca,1 + vaca,2.

and is controlled to transfer constant power between input and
outputs. Here, the presence of isolation enables a cascaded
multilevel architecture and input-output power balance allows
for the elimination of bulk capacitance. It is also shown
how simple decentralized dc-link voltage controllers natively
ensure the direct transfer of energy between the dc side and
each ac phase, while the absence of communication enhances
modularity and scalability. The paper discusses issues related
to the QAB converter topology, its dc-link controllers, and the
corresponding system-level advantages enabled by the topol-
ogy, including multilevel operation, support for bidirectional
power transfer, and scalability in a wide range of dc-ac, ac-dc
or ac-ac applications. The approach is experimentally validated
on a dc-ac system containing two converter units cascaded on
the ac side to illustrate multilevel operation. Simulation results
are shown for a medium voltage dc-ac system containing four
units cascaded on the ac side. Future work will address system-
wide control, development of decentralized inverter controls
for cascaded ac-side connections, and various application-
specific issues.
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